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Glossary
Full Text
Above
Installation

Acronym

Ground AGI

AGI Site
Above
Datum

Ordnance AOD

Agricultural
classification
Air
Condenser

land ALC

Cooled

Notes
Compound where the
he infrastructure (pipes, valves
and kiosk) is located which is required to connect the
Gas Connection to the high pressure gas National
Transmission System (‘NTS’).
The land on which the AGI will be located.
Height of land surface above sea level.
A nationally consistent and recognised method for
assessing the potential productiveness of agricultural
land.
A directt dry cooling system where the steam is
condensed and returned condensate to the boiler
without water loss. Situated within the Power Station
Complex.

Area of Outstanding AONB
Natural Beauty

A landscape designation protected under the
Countryside and Rights of Way Act, 2000

Air
Pollution APIS
Information System

An
information
system
that
provides a
comprehensive source of information on air pollution
and the effects on habitats and species.

Air Quality Limit
Value
Regulations
2010

UK regulations to limit
it the levels of air borne
pollutants emitted from industries.

Air
Quality AQMA
Management Area

An area designated by a local authority as being at
risk of not meeting air quality standards

Air
Quality AQMP
Management Plan

A plan developed to improve the
e air quality in the air
quality management area.

Air Quality Modelling AQMAU
and Assessment Unit

An Environment Agency team that targets air quality
related issues.

Air Quality Modelling AQMRAT
and Risk Assessment
Team

An NRW team that targets air quality
ity related issues
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Air Quality Strategy

AQS

The AQS for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland provides details of national air quality
standards and objectives for a number of local air
pollutants.

Air Quality Technical AQTAG
Advisory Group

The jjoint
oint Environment Agency, Natural England and
Natural Resource Wales group. AQTAG was
established in 2000 by the agency’s Habitats Directive
Project to provide technical guidance on the
assessment of air emissions from IPC/IPPC processes.

Ancient Woodland

A woodland that has existed continuously since 1600
or before.

-

Annual Average Daily AADT
Traffic

Measurement unit for the total volume of vehicle
traffic to indicate how busy the road is.

Annual mean
Quality)

(Air -

The average of concentrations measu
measured
red for a
pollutant for one year (usually a calendar year, from
January to December). Sometimes it may be reported
for a pollution year (April to March) which avoids
splitting a winter season, useful for pollutants with
higher concentrations during the wi
winter
nter months.

-

The DCO application for the Power Station Complex
Site made to the Secretary of State under the
Planning Act 2008.

Application

Applications:
APFP
Prescribed
Forms
and
Procedure
Regulations

The Infrastructure Planning (Applications: Prescribed
Presc
Forms and Procedure) Regulations 2009 which
prescribe various matters in connection with the
making of an application for development consent
under the Planning Act 2008.

Asbestos Containing ACM
Material

Any material containing more than 1% asbestos.
asbesto

Automatic
Count

Means of determining traffic levels in the vicinity.

Traffic ATC

Automatic
Urban AURN
and Rural Network

Air quality monitoring site.

Baseline

The conditions that exist without a proposed
development at the time an assessment or survey
su
is
undertaken.

Bat

iv

-

Conservation BCT

Voluntary organisation which provides advice and
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Trust

guidance relating to bats.

Below Ground Level

Bgl

A measure unit of distance below ground.

Best
Available BAT
Technique

The most effective and advanced stage in the
development of activities and their methods of
operation which indicates the practical suitability of
particular techniques for providing the basis for
emission limit values and other permit conditions
designed to prevent and, where that is not
practicable,
cticable, to reduce emissions and the impact on
the environment as a whole.

Best
and
versatile

Land in grades 1, 2 and 3a of the Agricultural Land
Classification

Biodiversity
Plan

most BMV
Action BAP

Best Practical Means

Plan concerned with the protection of identified
species and habitats.

BPM

Reasonably applied means that balance best practice
against practical constraints.

Geological BGS

The UK public body responsible for all aspects of
geoscience.

British Society of Soil BSSS
Science

A professional society that aims to advance the study
of soil.

BS 4142

-

Method for Rating Industrial Noise Affecting Mixed
Residential and Industrial Areas (2014).

BS 8233

-

Guidance on sound insulation and noise reduction for
buildings (2014).

BS 5228

-

Code of Practice for Noise and Vibration Control on
Construction and Open Sites 2009 (2009).

British
Survey

Cadw

CAoL Guidance

The Welsh Government's historic environment
service. Cadw is a Welsh word meaning ‘to keep’ or
‘to protect’.
-

Calculation of Road CRTN

Department of Communities
ies and Local Government
guidance ‘Planning Act 2008: Guidance related to
procedures for the compulsory acquisition of land’
(September 2013).
Department for Transport Memorandum, Calculation

v
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Traffic Noise

of Road Traffic Noise 1988

Carbon Dioxide

CO2

A primary greenhouse gas emitted through human
activities as well as natural sources.

Carbon Monoxide

CO

One of the combustion products discharged by CCGT
power stations.

Chamber
Commerce

of CoC

A network of businesses to repres
represent
ent local business
interests.

Civil
Authority

Aviation CAA

A statutory corporation that oversees and regulates
civil aviation in the UK.

Classified
Counts

Turning CTC

Measurement of vehicle traffic in particular at
junctions.

Coal Authority

-

A non
non-governmental
overnmental body that manages coal mining
operations and coal reserves throughout the UK.

Construction
CIRIA
Industry
Research
and
Information
Association

A member
member-based
based research and information
organisation serving the construction industry

Code of Construction CoCP
Practices

A guidance document that sets out standards and
procedures for managing environmental impact of
constructing major schemes.

Combined Cycle Gas CCGT
Turbine

A form of power station that uses an efficient
combination of gas and ssteam
team turbines to generate
electricity.

Combined Heat and CHP
Power

A means of using waste heat generated by power
station e.g. through a local heat distribution network.

Chartered Institute CIEEM
of
Ecology
and
Environmental
Management

Professional body governing ecology/ecologists prior
to chartership in 2013 the body was known as IEEM
and publications refer to this.

Chartered Institution CIHT
of Highways and
Transportation

IHT is a professional body for transport professionals.

Commercial
and C&I
Industrial waste

Both commercial waste and industrial waste are
defined by s75 of the Environmental Protection Act
1990. Commercial waste means "waste from
premises … used wholly or mainly for the purposes of

vi
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a trade or business or the purposes of sport,
recreation
creation or entertainment excluding … household
waste; …industrial waste and [waste prescribed as
being excluded by the Secretary of State]". Industrial
waste means "waste from any of the following
premises - … any factory… any premises used for the
purposes
es of, or in connection with, the provision to
the public of transport services by land, water or air
…any premises used for the purposes of, or in
connection with, the supply to the public of gas,
water or electricity or the provision of sewerage
services…
… any premises used for the purposes of, or in
connection with, the provision to the public of postal
or telecommunications services; or … any mine or
quarry or any premises used for agriculture within the
meaning of the Agriculture Act 1947".
Common Bird Census CBC

A standardised methodology to map breeding bird
territories.

Construction,
CDEW
demolition
and
excavation waste

A type of construction waste as identified by the
Natural Resource Wales

Committee on the COMEAP
Medical Effects of Air
Pollutants

An advisory body that advises the UK government on
all matters concerning the health effects of air
pollutants.

Conceptual
Model

A model that identifies the possible pathways by
which a contaminant from a particular source can
affect a particular receptor.

Site CSM

Conservation Areas

CA

An area of special architectural and historic interest
designated by the local planning authority pursuant
to the Planning (Listed Building and Conservation
Areas) Act 1990.

Construction Stage

-

The construction stage
e of the Scheme begins with
enabling works, which will include site set-up
set
and
groundworks. Following this, construction of the
Power Station Complex Site, and Gas Connection will
be undertaken, followed by commissioning.

Construction
and C&D
Demolition Waste

A type of construction waste.

vii
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Construction
Environmental
Management Plan

CEMP

A plan describing how the environmental impacts of
the construction activities of a project will be
minimised and mitigated that is submitted to the
relevant planning autho
authority for approval.

Construction Traffic CTMP
Management Plan

A plan for managing construction traffic that is
submitted to the relevant Highway Authority for
approval

dB(A)

-

A
A-weighted decibel – a correction applied to each
frequency between 20 Hz and 20 kHz that effectively
represents the way the human ear works.

Decibel

dB

Logarithmic scale for measuring sound levels.

Decommissioning
Stage

-

Following the end of its operational life, the Power
Station Complex would be decommissioned and will
revert to open bare ground. The Gas Connection will
be purged of gas and is likely to be left in
in-situ
situ in order
to avoid the adverse environmental effects associated
with its removal.

Dee Valley Water

A water supply company that covers North East Wales
and the North West of England.

Department
for DfES
Education and Skills

Government department responsible for education
and children’s services.

Department
of DECC
Energy and Climate
Change

Government department responsible for energy
policy

Department
for DEFRA
Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs

Government
department
responsible
for
environmental protection, food production and
standards,
agriculture,
fisheries
and
rural
communities.

Department
Transport

Government department with responsibility for
f
certain areas of transport policy in Wales that have
not been devolved.

Deposition

for DfT

-

Design Manual for DMRB
Roads and Bridges

viii

The main pathway for removing pollutants from the
atmosphere, by settling on land.
A suite of technical documents produced by the
Highways Agency (as was) that include guidance for
environmental appraisal that are also used for nonnon
highways schemes and as such are commonly used in
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EIA.
Determinand

-

A substance or parameter that is determined
analytically, e.g. arsenic concentration
ation in soil, pH of
water, concentration of a particular gas in air quality
modelling.

Development
Consent Order

DCO

An Order made under the Planning Act 2008 granting
development consent for a Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Project

Electrical Connection

-

The Electrical Connection is not part of the
Application for the Scheme, but will be required for
the export of electricity. A number of realistic
assumptions have been made regarding the electrical
connection works as set out below:
•
The Electrical
ectrical Connection is likely to consist of
underground cabling between the Scheme’s electrical
switchgear located within the Power Station Complex
and the existing Marchwiel substation, located on
Abbey Road on the Wrexham Industrial Estate.
•
The wider existing electrical distribution
network will also need upgrading to accommodate
the new generation. This is likely to consist of works
to the existing Marchwiel substation, re-stringing
stringing of
existing pylons between Legacy and Wrexham
substations, replacement
ent of the existing portal frame
towers between Legacy and Marchwiel substations,
and laying of underground cables. Once completed
the electrical network which currently serves the
Wrexham Industrial Estate will have increased
capacity and resilience from that which exists
presently.

Electricity
Reform

Market EMR

UK government's policy to reform the electricity
market. The policy aims to deliver low carbon energy
and reliable supplies for the UK, while minimising
costs to consumers.

Electric
and EMF
Magnetic Fields

EMFs comprise electric and magnetic fields. Electric
fields are the result of voltages applied to electrical
conductors and equipment. Magnetic fields are
produced by the flow of electric current.

Emission

The direct or indirect release
e of substances,

-

ix
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vibrations, heat or noise from individual or diffuse
sources into air, water or onto land, e.g. pollution
may be discharged into the atmosphere from a stack
or vent.
Emission Limit Value

ELV

Legal enforcement limit on the physical, chemical
chemic or
biological characteristics of a point source of emission
to water or air.

Energy
Efficiency Directive 2012

Directive 2012/27/EU establishes a framework of
measures for the promotion of energy efficiency
within the European Union.

Environmental
Health Officer

EHO

A local authority health professional responsible for
carrying out measures for protecting public health.

Environmental
Impact Assessment

EIA

The process of assessing the likely significant
environmental impacts of a proposed project as
a part
of gaining planning consent.

Environmental
Permit

EP

A permit required in accordance
Environmental Permitting Regulations.

Environmental
Permitting
Regulations

EPR

The Environmental Permitting (England and Wales)
Regulations 2010 regu
regulate
late practices that have
pollution potential through a permitting system.

Environmental
Protection Act 1990

EPA

The Act that covers, amongst other things, the
regulation of contaminated land in the UK.

Environmental
Protection UK

EPUK

UK environmental Non-Governmental
Governmental Organization
(NGO) working to improve the quality of the local
environmen
environment

Environmental
Quality Standards

EQS

The concentration of a particular pollutant or group
of pollutants in water, sediment or biota which
should not be exceeded in o
order
rder to protect human
health and the environment.

Environmental
Statement

ES

The document which reports the process, findings
and recommendations of the EIA.

Environmentally
Sensitive Area

ESA

A designation for agricultural areas needing special
protect
protection
ion by virtue of their landscape, wildlife or
historical value.

Defence FDC

A consent required by Natural Resources Wales, for
construction or maintenance work on over, under or

Flood
Consent

x

with

the
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near a main river (usually within 8-10
10 metres).
Flood
Risk FRA or FCA
Assessment or Flood
Consequence
Assessment

An assessment that determines the risk of flooding to
a proposed project.

Full Time Equivalents FTE

The equivalent number of full time jobs provided by a
project - e.g. two half-time
time jobs equates to one FTE.

Gas Connection

This element comprises all the equipment required to
connect the Power Station Complex to the National
Transmission System, including the Gas Pipeline and
the Above Ground Installation.
This is being
separately consented under the TCPA 1990 though it
forms part of the Scheme that has been
environmentally assessed through the EIA. The Gas
Connection forms part of the Order Land.

Gas
Route

-

Connection

The route within which the Gas Connection is situated
together with the temporary construction working
areas.

Gas Pipeline

-

A continuously welded underground steel pipe with a
nominal bore of up to 400mm.

Gas Turbine

GT

A turbine driven by hot combustion gases at high
temperature.

Great Crested Newt

GCN

A species of newt protected by European Legislation.

Greenhouse Gas

GHG

An atmospheric gas such as carbon dioxide, methane,
chlorofluorocarbon, nitrous oxide, ozone, or water
vapour that slows the passage of re-radiated
radiated heat
through the Earth’s atmosphere.

Gross Value Added

GVA

A measure
easure of added value to the overall economy of
each additional job created.

Ground Investigation

GI

An intrusive or non-intrusive
intrusive investigation,
and subsequent
testing, of
surface
and
subsurface soil and conditions. This is undertaken to
obtain information on the physical and chemical
properties of the soil, rock, groundwater and gas
regimes at and in the vicinity of a site.

Groundwater

GP3

A guidance published by the Environment Agency on

xi
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Protection: Principles
and Practice

Groundwater protection.

Groundwater Source GSPZ
Protection Zone

Areas around groundwater abstraction sources that
are define
defined
d in order to help protect drinking water
from contamination.

Guidance for the GEART
Environmental
Assessment of Road
Traffic

The IEMA guidance on the environmental assessment
of road traffic.

Guidance
Transport
Assessment

Department for Transport guidance dated March
2007 on the preparation of Transport Assessments as
archived 22 October 2014 and replaced by NPPG
“Transport evidence bases in plan making”

on GTA

Guidelines
for GLVIA
Landscape and Visual
Impact Assessment,
3rd Edition

Guidance produced b
byy the Landscape Institute and
the Institute for Environmental Management and
Assessment dated 17 April 2013

Habitat

A place where an organism (e.g. human, animal,
plant, micro
micro-organism)
organism) or population of organisms
live, characterised by its surroundings.

-

Habitat Regulations HRA
Assessment

An assessment required under the European Directive
92/43/EEC.

Habitat
Index

Suitability HSI

A method for assessing the suitability of ponds for
their potential to support Great Crested Newts.

Health and Safety HSE
Executive

The non
non-departmental
departmental government body responsible
for workplace safety in the UK.

Heat
Recovery HRSG
Steam Generator

A means of recovering heat energy from hot exhaust
gases in order to produce steam for driving a turbine.

Heavy Duty Vehicle

HDV

HGVs, buses and coaches.

Heavy Goods Vehicle

HGV

A truck that when laden has a total weight of more
than 3500 kg.

Hectare

ha

10,000m2 or 2.471 acres

Highway Authority

HA

The relevant highway authority responsible for the
non
non-core road network (i.e. roadss other than trunk
roads and motorways).

xii
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Historic
Environmental
Record

HER

The record held by the local planning authority of
known archaeological sites, buildings and landscapes
of relevance to the historic environment.

Hover

-

An otter’s day nest or resting site.

Indices of Multiple IMD
Deprivation

An index to measure deprived areas in local councils.

Industrial Emissions IED
Directive

EU Directive on industrial emissions that came into
force in January 2011.

Industrial
Road (N)

The new road which connects Wrexham Industrial
Estate to the A534.

Estate

Infrastructure
IPC
Planning Commission

The public body that previously examined
applications for development consent to build
Nationally Significant Infrastructure
Projects,
abolished through the Localism Act 2011 with the role
replaced by the Planning Inspectorate and decisions
on whether or not to grant a DCO being made by the
Secretary of State.

Institute of Acoustics

Professional body for Acoustics, Noise and Vibration
professionals.

IOA

Institute
of
Air IAQM
Quality Management

IAQM is a professional body for air quality
professionals.

Institute
Environmental
Management
Assessment

and

IEMA is a professional body for environmental
professionals that provide industry guidance on many
topics including EIA.

Gas IGEM
and

IGEM is a chartered professional body, licensed by
the Engineering Council.

Institute of
Engineers
Managers

of IEMA

Integrated Pollution IPPC
Prevention
and
Control Directive

The EU Directive (2008/1/EC) incorporated into
int UK
law by the Environmental Permitting Regulations on
prevention and control of industrial emissions. The
Directive aims to achieve a high level protection of
the environment through measures to prevent or,
where that is not practicable, to reduce emissions
emissi
to
air, water and land from activities listed in Annex I of
the Directive (e.g. energy industries, production and

xiii
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processing of metals, mineral industry, chemical
industry, intensive pig and poultry farming, waste
management, some food and drink indust
industries
ries etc.).
ISO 9613-2

-

Acoustics
Acoustics- Attenuation of sound during propagation
outdoors – Part 2: General method of calculation.

Joint
Nature JNCC
Conservation
Committee

The public body that advises the UK government and
devolved administrations on UK
UK-wide
wide and
international nature conservation.

Kilovolt

A measure of electrical potential.

Kingmoor
Access Road

kV
Park -

The road leading from Bryn Lane to the Power Station
Complex Site numbered Work 5 on the Works Plan
and in Schedule 1 to the Order

LA10

-

A
A-weighted
weighted noise level exceeded for 10% of the
measurement period.

LA90

-

A
A-weighted
weighted noise level exceeded for 90% of the
measurement period.

LAeq

-

A
A-weighted
weighted equivalent continuous sound level.

LAmax

-

A
A-weighted
weighted maximum sound pressure level recorded
o
over a given period.

Local Air Quality LAQM
Management

The mechanism by which the Government’s air
quality objectives are to be achieved.

Landscape Character LCA
Area

A area of defined landscape character in Wales.

Land Plans

-

The plans showing the land over which it is proposed
to exercise powers of compulsory acquisition or a
right to use land; land in relation to which it is
proposed to extinguish or suspend existing
easements, servitudes and other private rights and/or
impose restrictive covenant
covenantss (submitted with the
Application Document Reference 2.2).

LANDMAP

-

A landscape characterisation and assessment system
used across Wales.

Large
Combustion LCPD
Plant Directive

xiv

European legislation to reduce acidification, ground
level ozone and particl
particles
es throughout Europe by
controlling emissions of sulphur dioxide, nitrogen
oxides and from large combustion plants in power
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stations.
Laydown Areas

-

The temporary (Work numbered 2A on the Works
Plan) and temporary/permanent (Work numbered 2B
on the Works
rks Plans) laydown areas required for the
Scheme.
The Laydown Area shown on the Works Plan and
numbered Work 2A in Schedule 1 to the Order is
located on the eastern side of the Power Station
Complex and will be up to 3.6 ha in size. It will be
used duringg construction of the Scheme only.
The Laydown Area shown on the Works Plan and
numbered Work 2B in Schedule 1 to the Order is
located adjacent to the south eastern corner of the
Power Station Complex and will be up to 0.25 ha in
size. It will be used during
ng construction of the Scheme
and for maintenance activities during operation.

Lead Local
Authority

Flood LLFA

Light Duty Vehicles

LDV

The authority responsible for developing, maintaining
and applying a strategy for local flood risk
management in their areas and maintaining a register
of flood risk assets.
Vehicles with a weight less than 3.5 tonnes (gross
weight).

Listed Building

A building that has been placed on the statutory list
of buildings of Special Architectural or Historic
Interest and protected
otected by the Planning (Listed
Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.

Local Nature Reserve LNR

Statutory designation for places with wildlife or
geological features that are of special interest locally.

Local Wildlife Site

LWS

Wildlife rich sites selected
elected for their local nature
conservation value.

Made Ground

-

Man-made
made deposits artificially placed comprising a
wide variety of material e.g. concrete, brick etc typical of previously developed sites.

Maelor Gas Works

-

An existing above ground installation
stallation which takes gas
from the NTS and distributes it via existing
infrastructure.

xv
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Maelor Gas Works Access Road

The existing road and track between the B5130 and
the Maelor Gas Works, which will be used to access
the Gas Connection.

Maintenance
Maintain

Includes to the extent assessed in the Environmental
Statement, inspect, repair, adjust, alter, remove,
refurbish, reconstruct, replace and improve any part,
but not the whole, of the authorised development
and “maintaining” is to be construe
construed
d accordingly

or -

Manual for Streets

MfS

The guidance produced by the Department for
Transport and Department for Communities and Local
Government on road layout and balancing the needs
of different road users, with a focus on residential
roads, dated 29 Marc
March 2007.

Megawatts
electrical power

of MWe

Measurement of electrical power.

Megawatts
thermal power

of MWth

Measurement of thermal power.

Milligrams
per mg/ Nm3
normal cubic metre

Unit of concentration of emission limit values.

Multi
Agency MAGIC
Geographical
Information for the
Countryside

A web
web-based
based mapping browser showing various
geographical designations e.g. nature conservation
sites, heritage sites.

Municipal
Waste

Solid MSW

Household waste.

National
Network

Cycle NCN

A network of signed and pro
promoted
moted cycle routes
across the UK.

National
Company

Grid NGC

National Grid's principal operations are the
ownership and operation of regulated electricity and
gas infrastructure networks.

Nature NNR

Statutory designations, where places wi
with
th wildlife or
geological features that are significant at a national
level.

National
Reserve

Natura 2000 sites

xvi

-

A network of European designated sites including
Special Protection Areas (designated under Directive
2009/147/EC) and Special Conservation Areas as
listed in Annex I and II of the EU Directive 92/43/EEC
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(“Habitats Directive”)
Natural
Wales

Resources NRW

National
Statements

Policy NPS

National
Transmission System

NTS

NRW is a Welsh Government Sponsored Body,
created in 2013, which took over the work of
Countryside Council for Wales, Environment Agency
Wales and Forestry Commission Wales.
Statement of planning policy concerning the
consenting of NSIPs in the UK – designated under the
Planning Act 2008. The Secretary of State must make
his or her decision on an application for a DCO in
accordance
ce with a relevant NPS unless other
considerations apply.
The strategic natural gas pipeline serving the UK.

Nationally Significant NSIP
Infrastructure
Project

As defined by the Planning Act 2008, which includes
within the
e definition of an NSIP any onshore
generating station in England and Wales of more than
50 MW.

National Air Traffic NATS
Control Services

The main air traffic control service provider within the
UK.

Nitrate
Zone

A designated area where land
and drains into and
contributes to nitrate found in nitrate-polluted
nitrate
waters.

Vulnerable NVZ

Nitric Oxide

NO

Combustion product discharged by CCGT power
station

Nitrogen dioxide

NO2

Combustion product discharged by CCGT power
station

Oxides of nitrogen

NOx

Comprises mainly NO and NO2, combustion products
discharged by CCGT power stations.

Sensitive NSR

Receptors principally residential dwellings (existing or
for which planning consent is being sought/ has been
given) and any building used for long term residential
r
purposes (such as a nursing home).

Noise
Receptor

Non-Road
machinery

Mobile NRMM

Construction vehicles or plant which are transported
to site on low loaders as they are not suitable for
driving on roads.

xvii
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Non-Technical
summary

NTS

The non
non-technical summary off the Environmental
Statement.

North & Mid Wales NMWTRA
Trunk Road Agent

NMWTRA is responsible on behalf of Welsh
Government for managing the strategic road network
in North and Mid Wales

Okta

-

A unit used in expressing the extent of cloud cover,
equal to one eighth of the sky.

Operation

-

The routine day to day functioning of the Scheme,
including Maintenance activities.

Order

-

The Wrexham (Gas Fired Power Station) Order, being
the Development Consent Order which has been
applied to be made by the Secretary of State
authorising the Power Station Complex Site, a draft of
which is submitted with the Application (Document
Reference 3.1)

Order Land

-

The land as shown on the Land Plans (Document
Reference 2.2) within which the Scheme may be
carried out.

Order Limits

-

The limits shown on the Works Plans (Document
Reference 2.3) within which the Power Station
Complex Site may be carried out.

Ordnance Survey

OS

National mapping agency for Great Britain

Overhead Line

OHL

Network of overhead electr
electricity
icity distribution and
transmission lines

Part II A

-

The section of EPA 1990 that deals with contaminated
land.

Annual Average Flow QBAR
Rate for surface
water runoff

-

Particulate Matter

PM

Very small solid or liquid particles.

Pathway

-

The route by which contamination moves from a
source to a given receptor.

Peak
Velocity

xviii

Particle PPV

A term used to measure vibration through a solid
surface. When a vibration is measured, the point at
which the measurement takes place can be
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considered to have a particle velocity.
Percentage
Heavy %HGV
Goods Vehicles

Percentage of traffic that is classified as Heavy Goods
Vehicles over a given period.

Percentile

-

A value below which that percentage of data will
either fall or equal. For instance, the 98th percentile
of values for a year is the value below which 98% of
all of the data in the year will fall, or equal.

Permitted
Development

-

Development that is deemed under legislation to
have planning consent without the need to obtain
planning permission.

Personal Protective PPE
Equipment

Equipment a person may wear to protect themselves
from risks e.g. high-visibility
visibility jackets, gloves, steel toe
capped boots.

Pipeline
Gauge

Pipeline inspection and cleaning device.

Inspection PIG

Planning Act 2008

PA 2008

England
nd and Wales legislation which established the
legal framework to apply for, examine and determine
applications for Nationally Significant Infrastructure
Projects.

Planning
Inspectorate

PINS

Executive agency supported by the Department for
Communities and
d Local Government which deals with
planning appeals, national infrastructure, planning
applications, examinations of local plans and other
planning related and specialist casework in England
and Wales.

Policy PPW

Overarching land use planning
ning policy for Wales,
produced by the Welsh Government (edition 8,
January 2016).

Pollution Prevention PPG
Guidance

Environment Agency published guidance on pollution
prevention and best practice

Potential
Contaminant
Linkages

The existence of a contamination source and a
receptor where a pathway is also present linking the
two.

Planning
Wales

Power

PCL

Station -

The power generating element of the Scheme
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Complex

including gas turbine building, Stack(s), HRSG(s),
transformers, steam turbine building, admin/control
admin/contro
building, heat interface building, pressure regulation
installation, water tanks, car parking, internal site
roads, workshop, water treatment plant, switchyard,
switchgear room and surface and foul water drainage
(please refer to Works numbered 1A to 1G in
Schedule 1 to the Order).

Power
Station
Complex Site

The Power Station Complex, Laydown Areas, surface
water drainage, landscaping and ecological
mitigation, (Works numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in
Schedule 1 to the Order and as shown on the Works
Plan)
Plan).

Preliminary
Environmental
Information Report

PEIR

A report describing the preliminary environmental
assessment during the pre
pre-application
application process of an
NSIP.

Pressure Regulating PRI
Installation

Part of the Power Station Complex where the gas is
receiv
received
ed from the Gas Connection.
The PRI
conditions the gas before use in the gas turbine(s)

Previous Scheme

The scheme proposed by WPL in 2011, for a power
station with a generating capacity of up to 1,200 MWe
detailed in the Previous Scoping Report and which
whi has
been superseded by the Scheme which is the subject
of the Application.

Previous
Opinion

Scoping

The Scoping Opinion issued by the Secretary of State
in January 2013.

Previous
Report

Scoping

The Scoping Report submitted by WPL to the
Secretary of State in November 2012.

Public Right of Way

PRoW

Ramsar site
Receptor

Registered Parks and

xx

Paths on which the public have legally protected
rights to pass.
A designation
importance.

-

for

wetlands

of

International

An identified aspect of the environment - e.g. a
resid
resident,
ent, protected species, heritage asset, controlled
water etc - that may be affected by the Scheme and,
as such, has been assessed as part of the EIA
undertaken.
Gardens and designed landscapes of special
architectural and his
historic
toric importance, placed on a
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Gardens
Remediation

register by Cadw.
-

The clean-up
up of contaminated soil to make it suitable
and safe for future use.

River
Basin RBMP
Management Plan

A management tool created by Natural Resources
Wales to use for integrated water resources
management.

Rochdale Envelope

-

The Rochdale cases provide the basis upon which a
project can be described by a series of maximum
extents – the ‘worst case’ scenario - allowing the
detailed design of the scheme to vary within this
‘envelope’ without
ithout invalidating the corresponding
EIA. This envelope has been assessed in the EIA for
the Scheme.

Scheduled
Monument

SM

A "nationally important" archaeological site or
historic building, protected under the Ancient
Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979.

Scheme
(also referred to as the
"WEC")

The construction, operation, maintenance and
eventual decommissioning of the Power Station
Complex Site (Work numbered 1-5
5 in Schedule 1 to
the Order) and the Gas Connection.

Scoping Opinion

The Scoping
ng Opinion provided by the Secretary of
State in May 2014 and included in the Appendices to
the Environmental Statement (Document Reference
6.4, Appendix 5.1).

-

ScottishPower
SPEN
Electricity Networks
or SP Manweb plc

Company which operates the electricall distribution
network in the North Wales and Cheshire area.

Secretary of State

The decision maker for a NSIP application and head of
the relevant government department. In the context
of the Application the decision maker is the Secretary
of State for Energy and Climate Change.

SoS

Site (also referred to as the "WEC Site")

The area in which the Scheme will be constructed,
operated and decommissioned as defined by the
Order Land.

Site
of
Nature SNCI
Conservation

Non-statutory areas of local importance
mportance for nature
conservation.
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Interest
Site
of
Special SSSI
Scientific Interest

A geological or biological conservation designation
denoting a protected area in the UK.

Site
Waste SWMP
Management Plan

The strategic document dealing with the effective
manage
management
ment of materials used for the construction
and the operation of the Scheme ensuring that waste
is considered at all stages of the Scheme. The SWMP
will form part of the CEMP for the Scheme.

Spraint

Otter Faeces

-

Soil
Framework SFD
Directive 2006

Propo
Proposed
sed Directive (proposal withdrawn in 2014) to
promote the sustainable use of soil and protect soil as
a natural resource.

Sound Power Level

The Sound Energy flow per unit of time.

SWL

Sound Pressure Level SPL

Logarithmic measure of the sound pressure of a
sound relative to a reference value, the threshold of
hearing.

Special
Area
Conservation

of SAC

Area of protected habitats and species as defined in
the European Union's Habitat Directive (92/43/EEC).

Special
Areas

Landscape SLA

Local designation to provide protection for locally
significant and attractive landscapes.

Special
Area

Protection SPA

A designated area for birds under the European Union
Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds
(2009/147/EC)

Stack(s)

Statement
Community
Consultation

-

The structure by which the exhaus
exhaustt gases and waste
heat from the Power Station Complex will be emitted
to the atmosphere during Operation.

of SoCC

A statement describing how an applicant proposes to
consult the local community about a project.

SuDs Approval Body

SAB

-

Sulphur Oxides

SOx

One of the combustion products discharged by CCGT
power stations.

Sustainable
Drainage Systems

SuDS

Water management practices and facilities that drain
surface water more sustainably than the conventional
practi
practice of routing run-off
off through a pipe to a
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watercourse.
Switchgear

Technical
Notes

-

Advice TAN

Tonnes per annum

tpa

The combination of switches, fuses or circuit breakers
used to control, protect and isolate electrical
equipment. Can be air-insulated or gas-insulated.
insulated.
Technical
hnical Advice Notes produced by the Welsh
Government which provide detailed planning
guidance on technical issues.
Unit for measuring waste produced.

Town and Country TCPA 1990
Planning Act 1990

The Act which consolidates certain enactments
relating to town and country planning (excluding
special controls in respect of buildings and areas of
special architectural or historic interest and in respect
of hazardous substances)

Transport
Guidance

Analysis TAG

Guidance from the Department
nt for Transport on how
to assess transportation schemes first published on
29 October 2013 and last updated on 10 November
2014.

Preservation TPO

A written order made by the local authority which
makes it an offence to intentionally damage or
remove a tree protected by that order without the
authority's permission.

Tree
Order

Urban Wastewater Treatment Directive

A European Directive to protect the environment
from the adverse effects of urban waste water.

Waste (England & Wales) Regulations
2011

Legislation for waste prevention, management and
introduction of waste hierarchy.

Waste Framework WaFD
Directive

The Waste Framework Directive is a European Union
Directive which requires all EU states to take the
necessary measures to ensure waste is recovered
rec
or
disposed of without endangering human health or
causing harm to the environment. It has been
transposed to the Waste (England & Waste)
Regulations in 2011.

Water
Framework WFD
Directive

The Water Framework Directive is a European Union
directive
e which commits EU member states to
achieve good qualitative and quantitative status of all
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water bodies by 2015.
Water Resources Act WRA
1991

Legislation to prevent and minimise pollution of
water.

Welsh Government

Welsh Government is the devolved Go
Government
vernment for
Wales with responsibility for the economy, education,
health, planning, and other policy areas.

-

Welsh Water

Supplies wastewater services within the Scheme area.

Weighted
Sound Rw
Reduction Index

Single
Single-number
number quantity which characterises the
airborne sound insulation of a material or building
element over a range of frequencies when tested in a
laboratory.

Wildlife
Countryside
1981

Legislation which protects animals, plants and certain
habitats in the UK.

and
Act

Wrexham
Energy WEC
Centre (also referred
to as the "Scheme")

The construction, operation, maintenance and
eventual decommissioning of the Power Station
Complex Site (Work numbered 11-5
5 in Schedule 1 to
the Order) and the Gas Connection.

WEC
Site
(also referred to as the
“Site”)

The area in which the Scheme will be constructed,
operated and decommissioned as defined by the
Order Land.

Wrexham
County WCBC
Borough Council

The unitary authority area within which the Scheme is
located

Wrexham Industrial WIE
Estate

The substantia
substantiall industrial estate to the east of
Wrexham within which the Power Station Complex
Site will be located.

Wrexham
Limited

The applicant and developer of the Scheme.

Power WPL

World
Health WHO
Organisation

A United Nations agency concerned with public
heal
health.

Works Plan

The plan showing the Power Station Complex Site and
the limits (and limits of deviations) within which the
Power Station Complex Site may be carried out
(Document Reference 2.3).

-

Zone of Theoretical ZTV
Visibility

xxiv

A computer generated plan showing a maximum area
of the surroundings within which a project could
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theoretically be viewed.
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u Executive summary
I.

Wrexham Power Limited (WPL) is proposing to construct, maintain and
operate a gas-fired
fired power station on land at Wrexham Indust
Industrial
rial Estate (WIE),
to the east of Wrexham.

II.

The Scheme includes a Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) Power Station.
To operate, it will require a connection to the gas transmission network for
importing the natural gas fuel, and a connection to the electr
electricity
icity network to
export the power generated.

III.

The Power Station Complex Site and the Gas Connection (together they are
referred to as the Wrexham Energy Centre (‘WEC’) or the ‘Scheme’) have
separate consenting requirements. However, the Environmental Statement
Sta
(ES) assesses both elements in order to identify, insofar as possible, the likely
significant environmental effects of the Scheme as a whole. As such, this
CEMP also considers the Scheme as a whole.

IV.

A description of the Scheme is provided in chapter 4 of the ES. The Power
Station Complex would be fuelled by natural gas and would have an electrical
generation capacity of up to 299 megawatts (MWe). The electricity
generated would be exported to the local 132kV electrical distribution
network currentlyy operated by Scottish Power Energy Networks (SPEN).

V.

The location of the Scheme, which includes the Power Station Complex and
Gas Connection (approximately 3.5 km in length) is shown in Figure 1.1
below. The proposed Power Station Complex Site is situated to the
immediate north-east
east of Wrexham Industrial Estate in an area dominated by
industrial complexes, to the west and south, and by agricultural land, to the
north and east. The Gas Connection Route runs through agricultural land to
the south and east of Wrexham Industrial Estate to the Above Ground
Installation (AGI) adjacent to the Maelor Gas Works approximately 2.5 km to
the south west.

VI.

This draft CEMP describes the procedures and principles that will be
implemented during the construction phase of the Scheme, and the specific
measures that will be applied to mitigate potentially adverse effects on the
environment from the construction of the Scheme. It is being submitted as an
appendix to the Environmental Statement (ES) for the Scheme as part of the
Application
pplication for the Order and the TCPA 1990 application for the Gas
Connection and will be further developed with, and submitted for approval
by Wrexham County Borough Council (WCBC) as the relevant planning
authority in advance of any construction activity.
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VII.

The CEMP is Requirement 4 within Schedule 2 of the Order. The Scheme may
not be commenced until the CEMP (such CEMP must be substantially in
accordance with this draft CEMP) has been submitted to and approved by the
relevant planning authority. The Requirement
rement ensures that the Scheme will
be constructed in accordance with the CEMP approved by the relevant
planning authority.

VIII.

The construction of the Scheme will require defined roles and responsibilities
to ensure that required actions are undertaken; in pa
particular
rticular there are
defined responsibilities for the senior construction manager (project lead)
and senior environmental specialist (project environmental lead). Beyond
this, all construction personnel involved in the construction of the Scheme
must understand
and the content and purpose of the CEMP and receive the
necessary training to allow them to implement it. This will require robust
internal communications, training and briefing.

IX.

A community liaison strategy, including a complaints procedure, will be
developed
oped for the Scheme. Responsibility for implementing this will be with
the project lead.

X.

The environmental performance of the Scheme
cheme will be monitored and
audited, with environmental performance indicators set and inspections and
verifications undertaken.

XI.

Management controls are described covering the environmental topics of
nuisance and pollution, ground conditions, waste, and energy, material use
and water consumption.
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Chapter 1 u Introduction
SCHEME OUTLINE
1.1

Wrexham Power Limited (WPL) is proposing to construct, maintain and operate a
gas-fired
fired power station on land at Wrexham Industrial Estate (WIE), to the east of
Wrexham.

1.2

The Scheme includes a Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) Power Station. To
operate, it will require a connection to the gas tra
transmission
nsmission network for importing
the natural gas fuel, and a connection to the electricity network to export the power
generated.

1.3

The Power Station Complex Site and the Gas Connection (together they are referred
to as the Wrexham Energy Centre (‘WEC’) or the ‘Scheme’) have separate consenting
requirements. However, the Environmental Statement (ES) assesses both elements
in order to identify, insofar as possible, the likely significant environmental effects of
the Scheme as a whole. As such, this CEMP also considers the Scheme as a whole.

1.4

The Power Station Complex would be fuelled by natural gas and would have an
electrical generation capacity of up to 299 megawatts (MWe). The electricity
generated would be exported to the local 132kV electrical distributi
distribution
on network
currently operated by Scottish Power Energy Networks (SPEN).

1.5

The location of the Scheme, which includes the Power Station Complex and Gas
Connection (approximately 3.5 km in length) is shown in Figure 1.1 below. The
proposed Power Station Comple
Complexx Site is situated to the immediate north-east
north
of
Wrexham Industrial Estate in an area dominated by industrial complexes, to the west
and south, and by agricultural land, to the north and east. The Gas Connection Route
runs through agricultural land to the south and east of Wrexham Industrial Estate to
the Above Ground Installation (AGI) adjacent to the Maelor Gas Works
approximately 2.5 km to the south west.

1.6

Figure 1-1,, below, shows the key features and environmental designations in the
locale of the Site.

1.7

The Scheme comprises:
·

a combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) power station (the "Power Station
Complex") (work numbered 1 in Schedule 1 to the Order) which would be
fuelled by natural gas and would have an electrical generation capacity
cap
of up
to 299 megawatts (MWe);
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·

the temporary and permanent Laydown Areas (works numbered 2A and 2B
respectively in Schedule 1 to the Order);

·

surface water drainage works (work numbered 3 in Schedule 1 to the Order);

·

the landscaping and ecological miti
mitigation
gation works (work numbered 4 in
Schedule 1 to the Order);

·

the alteration and use of the Kingmoor Park Access Road (work numbered 5
in Schedule 1 to the Order) (together the “Power Station Complex Site”);

·

the gas connection and an Above Ground Installation (AGI) (the "Gas
Connection").

1.8

A description of the Scheme is provided in chapters 1and 4 of the Environmental
Statement (ES) (document reference 6.2).

1.9

This draft CEMP is an Appendix to cchapter 19 (mitigation
on summary) of the ES.

Figure 1-1: The Scheme Setting and Key Features and Environmental Designations
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PURPOSE OF THE CEMP
1.10

This draft CEMP describes the procedures and principles that will be implemented
during the construction phase of the Scheme, and the specific measures that will be
applied to mitigate potentially adverse effects on the environment from the
construction of the Scheme. It is being submitted as an appendix to the ES for the
Scheme as part of the Application for the Order and TCPA 1990 application for the
Gas Connection and will be further developed with, and submitted for approval by
WCBC as the relevant planning authority in advance of any construction activity on
the WEC Site.

1.11

As detailed design of the Scheme progresses and an engineering procurement
contract
ract (EPC) contractor is engaged, a further version of the CEMP (substantially in
accordance with this draft CEMP) will be submitted to the relevant planning
authority for approval. The CEMP will have detail added to it, reflecting the
increasing certainty of design and construction procedures for the Scheme. It will
include detailed plans for specific topics, including:
·

Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP);

·

Nuisance management, including measures to avoid or minimise the impacts of
construction works (coverin
(covering dust, lighting, noise and vibration).

5
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Chapter 2 u Planning and Legal Context
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS, STANDARDS AND POLICI
POLICIES
2.1

The construction phase of the Scheme will comply with all applicable legislation and
regulations. All relevant permits and consents will be aapplied
pplied for and complied with
(Other Consents and Licences ((Document
ocument reference 5.6)). The Project Lead (refer to
Implementation section below in chapter 3)) has the responsibility to ensure this.

2.2

The Scheme will have a register of legislation, which the Proj
Project
ect Lead and
Environmental Lead (refer to Implementation section below) will be responsible for
maintaining and updating the CEMP to take account of any changes in legislation or
regulations. The register will also include standards and requirements from other
o
statutory authorities including WCBC, NRW and the Environment Agency, inter alia.

2.3

The Project Lead will also arrange for any such changes to be communicated to all
relevant personnel through various means, such as environmental alerts,
al
newsletters, briefings and toolbox talks. The register will be updated on a monthly
basis, and revised as required to include new aspects and impacts.

2.4

The Environmental Monitoring and Auditing section below in chapter 4 describes
how specific impacts have been identified,, and prioritised in terms of their risk to the
environment or receptors. Then the mitigation measures to be employed are
discussed along with the reduction in the potential risk of impact. It also considers
potential cumulative impacts with other schemes.

Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM)
2.5

The construction of the Scheme will be compliant with the CDM Regulations. These
regulations impose requirements on dutyholders to minimise risks to health and
safety. These dutyholders include tthe
he designer, principal contractor, other
contractors, the client and individual workers.

DCO REQUIREMENT
2.6

6

The CEMP is Requirement 4 within Schedule 2 of the Order. The Scheme may not be
commenced until the CEMP (such CEMP must be substantially in accordance with
this draft CEMP) has been submitted to and approved by the relevant planning
authority. The Requirement ensures that the Scheme will be constructed in
accordance with the CEMP approved by the relevant planning authority.
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Chapter 3 u Implementation
SCHEME STRUCTURE
TURE AND RESPONSIBIL
RESPONSIBILITIES
3.1

The construction of the Scheme will require a series of defined roles
roles,, in particular
dutyholders as defined in the CDM Regulations
Regulations.. In particular, the following
individuals will personally approve and support the CEMP, and be resp
responsible
onsible for its
implementation

Project Lead
3.2

A senior construction manager (the Project Lead) will be responsible for
implementing the work packages comprising the construction of the Scheme. The
Project Lead's responsibilities will include:
·

ensuring that construction
onstruction is undertaken in accordance with the relevant
Requirements in the Order;

·

maintaining the CEMP;

·

advising the project team on any changes to environmental requirements,
programme or construction activities;

·

specifying targets, environmental perfo
performance
rmance indicators (EPIs) and mitigation
measures to be incorporated within the CEMP;

·

ensuring the appointed EPC contractor and any subcontractors work in
accordance with project procedures; and

·

signing off method statements ahead of any numbered work packages
packa
being
undertaken to ensure environmental compliance.

Project Environmental Lead
3.3

A senior environmental specialist (the Project Environmental Lead) responsible for
managing the environmental aspects of the construction of the Scheme. The Project
Environmental Lead's responsibilities will include:
·

maintaining the CEMP in conjunction with Project Lead
Lead;

·

ensuring adequate monitoring, audit and inspection of EPIs and other
environmental construction aspects and impacts;
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·

ensuring that construction of the Schem
Scheme
e is undertaken in accordance with
relevant, European and UK environmental regulations and legislation; and

·

ensuring compliance with the Requirements in the Order (see Schedule 2 of the
draft Order (Document
ocument reference 3.1)) and other
ther relevant consents, licences
lic
and
permits as required (Other Consents and Licences document (Document
(D
reference 5.6)).

Environment, Health and Safety Function
3.4

This role supports the Project Environmental Lead and the Project Lead. The team
t
is
responsible for all environmental and health and safety aspects of construction of
the Scheme.

TRAINING, AWARENESS AND COMPETENCE
3.5

All construction personnel involved in the construction of the Scheme must
understand the content and purpose of the CEMP and receive the necessary training
to allow
ow them to implement it. This training will vary, depending on roles and the
level of control personnel have over matters that can affect environmental impact
during construction.

3.6

Environmental training will be provided to all personnel working on the construction
cons
of the Scheme. This will be appropriate to their level and role, and will include any
subcontractors and the wider supply chain, as appropriate. Typical examples of
training, and the participants at whom the training will be targeted, are shown
below.

3.7

All WEC Site personnel (including all new starters):

3.8
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·

Company induction element – environment and sustainability;

·

Toolbox talks – spill prevention and clean
clean-up,
up, noise prevention, dust prevention,
ecological constraints and others as required.

Shift leaders,
ders, site management and environmental specialists:
·

Relevant legislation and regulations;

·

Roles and responsibilities for the protection of the environment;

·

CEMP purpose and implementation;

·

Environmental policies, procedures and systems;
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·

Potential environmental
ental effects of their role, how to comply and risk of
prosecution;

·

Nuisance prevention and control (noise, dust, lighting) and complaint
investigation;

·

Emergency preparedness and response;

·

Ecological protection,, biosecurity and protected species licences;

·

Tree protection;

·

Waste management certification;

·

Emergency spill procedures; and

·

Fire safety and response

COMMUNICATION
Internal Communication
3.9

Communication on environmental issues will be through a hierarchy of methods. At
the highest level there will be monthly project review meetings, chaired by the
Project Lead and including shift and discipline heads and representatives from the
main subcontractors. This will have a dedicated environmental section. Issues to be
covered will include:
·

Relevant consents, applications and compliance;

·

Complaints made, investigations and outcomes;

·

Incidents, their causes and preventative measures to prevent recurrence;

·

Monitoring and reporting against environmental performance indicators;

·

Site audits and findings;

·

Planned work
rk and environmental risks;

·

Ongoing or required public consultation; and

·

Engagement with statutory authorities.

9
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3.10

Senior personnel will be designated as Environmental Project Lead and Project Lead
(as indicated above). These will be individuals in charge o
off activities that can have
the most significant potential environmental impact. They will retain a copy of the
CEMP.

3.11

Site noticeboards and newsletters will be used to communicate key headlines from
project meetings. They will also be used to promote traini
training
ng and encourage
environmental awareness, discuss current themes or issues and to communicate
with the wider community. Informal toolbox talks will focus on specific themes as
required.

3.12

Project meetings and other internal communications will ensure active participation
from all Scheme personnel, allowing for lessons to be learnt and delivering continual
improvement.

External Communication
3.13

A community liaison strategy, including a complaints procedure, will be developed
for the Scheme. Responsibility for imp
implementing
lementing this will be with the Project Lead.
This procedure will set out the forthcoming work packages for construction of the
Scheme, how to inform those likely to be affected by the Scheme (including local
people and businesses) about the work to be und
undertaken
ertaken during construction, and
how any potential impacts might be mitigated.

3.14

People likely to be captured by the community liaison procedure will include local
residents, businesses and landowners. Examples of how communication may take
place include:

3.15
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·

esentations to residents’ groups, representatives and other interested parties;
Presentations

·

Advance notification of specific work packages likely to have more of an impact
(e.g. piling and demolition activities such as existing slab removal) through
newsletters and mailil drops, presentations in community centres etc.; and

·

Consultation
ultation with statutory bodies including Wrexham County Borough Council
Environmental Health and Planning Departments, and Natural Resources Wales.
Wales

Site management measures should include:
·

displaying
ng the name of accountable persons and the appointed contractor’s
ontractor’s head
or regional office information on the site boundary;

·

recording all dust and air quality complaints, identify cause(s), take appropriate
measures to reduce emissions in a timely manner, and record the measures
taken;

·

making the complaints log available to the WCBC EHO as required; and
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·

recording any exceptional incidents that cause dust and/or air emissions,
emissions either
on- or off-site,
site, and the action taken to resolve the situation in the log book

Chapter 4 u Environmental Monitoring and Auditing
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
NCE INDICATORS
4.1

A set of Environmental Performance Indicators (EPIs) will be developed for the
construction phase of the Scheme to be included in the CEMP. These will be based
upon the aspects
ts and impacts identified, and WPL’s and its contractors’ own
standards and policies. The EPIs will be measureable and will be communicated
through regular project review meetings. They will be passed down through the
supply chain. Reporting will be back u
up
p the supply chain and also communicated
through the regular project review meetings.

INSPECTIONS AND VERIFICATIONS
4.2

4.3

The construction of the Scheme will be regularly inspected and evaluated against the
defined EPIs. The inspections will be undertaken by the Project Lead or the Lead
Environmental Specialist (as appropriate), and will focus on, inter alia:
·

Compliance with legislation and regulations;

·

Nuisance management and prevention;

·

Complaint investigation and resolution;

·

Waste and materials storage and man
management;

·

Pollution controls and prevention of contaminated surface water runoff;

·

Ecological protection measures in the form of an Ecological Compliance Audit;
Audit

·

Materials reuse on-site;; and

·

Off-site
ite waste reuse and recycling.

Inspection records will be retai
retained
ned in specific files, available for inspection as
required. The inspections will include verification that the correct systems and
procedures have been followed. This will include, inter alia:
·

Checking that the correct permits, consents and licences have been obtained and
are being complied with;
11
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·

Checking activities against the environmental management system and
procedures; and

·

Checking that work is being undertaken according to this CEMP.

CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTATIVE
NTATIVE ACTION
4.4

In the event that non-conforman
conformances
ces with the CEMP or any policies or procedures or
identified, or in the event of non
non-compliance
compliance with legislation, regulations or permits
is observed, a corrective action procedure will be implemented. This will remedy any
non-compliance,
compliance, and ensure that p
preventative
reventative action is put in place to prevent
recurrence. Lessons learnt will then be communicated through the internal (and
where required, external) communications procedures described above.

EXTERNAL COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
4.5

A complaints procedure will be p
put
ut in place to track any complaints made about the
construction process. Complaints will be logged centrally and allocated to a named
project team member with environmental responsibility for further investigation.
The outcome of that investigation will al
also
so be logged, along with the communication
and follow up with the complainant.

4.6

If required, the complaint investigation will be communicated to WCBC
CBC, or other
statutory agency (e.g. Natural Resources Wales (NRW)) as appropriate, along with
remedial action taken to mitigate the consequences and to prevent recurrence.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
SS AND RESPONSE
4.7

12

An environmental incident control plan (EICP) will be drafted for the Scheme. This
will set out the steps to be taken in the event of an incident, and will co
cover:
ver:
·

Pollution release to water;

·

Pollution release to ground;

·

Pollution release to air;

·

Encountering evidence of cultural heritage;

·

Encountering evidence of protected species;

·

Encountering invasive non
non-native species (INNS) and
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·
4.8

Encountering potential conta
contaminated land.

A reporting form will be provided to ensure that the incident is reported to the
Project and Environmental Leads, and that the correct procedures are followed as
outlined in the EICP.

MANAGEMENT REVIEW
4.9

4.10

The Project Lead will undertake a high llevel
evel review of the Scheme on a regular basis,
including:
·

ups from previous reviews;
Follow-ups

·

Results of internal audits;

·

Evaluation of compliance with legislation and regulations;

·

Evaluation of compliance with this CEMP;

·

Extent to which EPIs have been met;

·

Status
tatus of corrective actions, preventative actions and incident mitigation;

·

Any external communications, either proactive or as a result of incidents,
complaints or non-compliances;
compliances;

·

Changes in circumstances, either in the construction or the legal and other
requirements placed on it; and

·

Recommendations for continuous improvement.

The results of these reviews will be fed down tto the construction workers through
the internal communications mechanisms described above.

DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS
4.11

This CEMP is the over-arching
arching document for environmental control of the
construction process. It defines policies, procedures, legislation and regulations
concerning the main environmental issues affecting construction of the Scheme. The
CEMP and all the associated policies aand
nd procedures described herein will form the
environmental management system for the construction of the Scheme.
Responsibility for this will be with the Project and Environmental Leads.

13
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Chapter 5 u Environmental Management
ENVIRONMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENT
SESSMENT
5.1

An environmental
ntal impact assessment (EIA) has been undertaken to support the
Application for the Scheme. The EIA has used the staged approach of scoping and
assessment to identify the environmental aspects and impacts associated with the
construction, operation (includ
(including
ing maintenance) and demolition of the Scheme.
These aspects and impacts are those that form the basis of the project register
described above. This then allows the relevant legislation and regulations, standards
and obligations for each potential impact tto
o be identified and the relevant mitigation
actions and procedures for specific activities to be developed.

5.2

The aspects identified in the EIA for which there are potential impacts are:

5.3

·

Socio-Economics;

·

Transport and Traffic;

·

Air Quality;

·

Noise and Vibration;

·

Landscape & Visual;

·

Ecology;

·

Historic Environment;

·

Ground Conditions;

·

Land Use

·

Water Environment; and

·

Waste.

Sustainable use of energy, materials and water on-site will also be managed.

PREVENTION OF NUISANCE
CE AND POLLUTION
5.4

14

The Scheme will be registered to the Considerate Constructor Scheme (CCS), and will
be managed according to the CCS requirements. The EIA (as presented in the main
ES (document reference 6.2)) has highlighted potential environmental issues that are
likely to have the potential to cause amenity or nuisance impact during construction.
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Therefore, mitigation has been put in place in this CEMP to minimise risks of these
impacts.
5.5

In conjunction with the monitoring, inspections and verifications and the internal
and external communications pla
plans
ns discussed above, the specific mitigation
measures described below will effectively prevent significant amenity or nuisance
impact being experienced by the local community.

Vermin and Pest Control
5.6

General good construction practices and housekeeping will ensure that the risks of
vermin and pests are kept to a minimum. Welfare facilities, including toilets,
showers, mess rooms, canteens, locker rooms etc., will be provided, and must be
used. They will be cleaned daily and maintained in good condition. A lidded
li
container will be provided for food and drink waste, which will be removed from the
Scheme on a regular basis. Abuse of these facilities will be a disciplinary matter.
Eating and drinking elsewhere encourages vermin and will be forbidden. Urinating or
defecating anywhere else on the Site will also be a disciplinary matter
matter.

Fire Control
5.7

The Scheme will be carried out in compliance with the Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order 2005: “Joint Code of Practice
ractice on the Protection from Fire on
Construction Sites
es and Buildings Undergoing Renovation.” A Fire Safety Plan (FSP)
will be defined and implemented in conjunction with third parties as required,
defining roles and responsibilities and responsible people, and establishing
procedures for fire prevention.

5.8

An initial fire risk assessment will be carried out, and updated as risks change over
time. Weekly inspections will be undertaken, with findings recorded.

5.9

A Fire Safety Co-ordinator
ordinator will be appointed to ensure that the FSP is complied with.
This will include, inter alia:
·

General housekeeping;

·

Fire extinguishers, detection and alarms;

·

Hot work permit scheme;

·

Fire escapes and communications (including evacuation plans and procedures for
calling the fire brigade);

·

Fire brigade access;

·

Fire drills and training;
15
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·

Effective
ffective security to prevent arson; and

·

Materials storage and waste management and control.

Air Quality
5.10

As a general principle, Best Practicable Means (BPM) will be employed to minimise
risk of nuisance from dust emissions. The key construction dust risks relate to
enabling works and particularly the removal of existing hard standing areas.
areas

5.11

Preparing and maintaining the site should comprise:

5.12

5.13

16

·

planning site layout so that machinery and dust causing activities are located
away from receptors, as far as is pos
possible;

·

erecting solid screens or barriers around dusty activities or the site boundary that
are at least as high as any stockpiles on-site; and

·

avoiding site runoff of water or mud

Demolition (i.e. enabling works to remove existing structures and hardstanding)
hardstand
should include:
·

ensuring effective water suppression is used during demolition operations. Hand
held sprays are more effective than hoses attached to equipment as the water
can be directed to where it is needed. In addition high volume water suppression
suppressi
systems, manually controlled, can produce fine water droplets that effectively
bring the dust particles to the ground; and

·

bagging and removing any biological debris or damp down such material before
demolition.

Operations should consider:
·

only using cutting,
tting, grinding or sawing equipment fitted or in conjunction with
suitable dust suppression techniques such as water sprays or local extraction, e.g.
suitable local exhaust ventilation systems;

·

ensuring an adequate water supply on the site for effective du
dust/particulate
st/particulate
matter suppression/mitigation, using non
non-potable
potable water where possible and
appropriate;

·

using enclosed chutes and conveyors and covered skips;

·

minimising drop heights from conveyors, loading shovels, hoppers and other
loading or handling equ
equipment
ipment and use fine water sprays on such equipment
wherever appropriate; and

·

avoiding bonfires and burning of waste materials.
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5.14

Regular site
ite inspections will be undertaken as part of the monitoring discussed in the
Inspections and Verifications ssection above in chapter 4),, to monitor compliance
with the nuisance management measures described above. Inspection results will be
recorded and made available to WCBC and/or NRW on demand. Inspection
frequency will increase when activities with a high potential to p
produce
roduce dust are
being carried out, and during prolonged dry or windy conditions.

5.15

Mobile plant will be operated and permitted in accordance with the most recent
version of DEFRA’s Process Guidance Note 3/16 for Mobile Crushing and Screening. It
will be regulated under the Environmental Permitting (England and Wales)
Regulations 2010 via an environmental permit issued by WCBC.

5.16

Non-Road Mobile Machinery
achinery (NRMM) used on-site should be fitted with a type
approved engine which meets the emission standards set in the Non-Road
Road Mobile
Machinery (Emission of Gaseous and Particulate Pollutants) Regulations 1999 (SI
1999/1053). The placement of diesel or petrol powered generators should consider
proximity to nearby receptors and ensure that the exhaust discharges vertically
verti
and
is unimpeded.

5.17

If an on-site
ite concrete batching is employed, such operations will be undertaken using
enclosed plant and in accordance with DEFRA’s Process Guidance note 3/1 and
permitted under the Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations
Regul
2010.

5.18

With regard to the control of emissions from vehicle/machinery and employees
vehicles, the following measures will be implemented, via the CTMP:
·

Ensuring the covering of HGVs entering and leaving the site as appropriate;

·

The use of an on-site batching plant may be considered to reduce the number of
HGV vehicles
hicles requiring access to the W
WEC
EC Site during construction of the
foundations for the Power Station Complex;

·

Measures to ensure that arrivals and departures of HGV traffic is spread evenly
over the course of the working day

·

Ensuring all vehicles switch off engines when stationary – no idling vehicles;

·

Avoiding the use of diesel or petrol powered generators where mains electricity
or battery powered equipment is practicable;

·

Efficient loading of vehicles travelling to and from Site in order to minimise
vehicle numbers(and hence emission levels); and

·

Encourage vehicle sharing, use of public transport and walking/cycling as set out
in the Construction Travel Plan (CTP)
(CTP).

17
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·

A specific individual will b
be
e nominated to be accountable for nuisance issues,
including air quality and dust. All complaints or incidents will be recorded,
identifying cause(s), and taking appropriate measures to reduce emissions in a
timely manner, and recording the measures taken. This complaints / incidents log
will be made available for inspection as required.

Water Environment
5.19

5.20

5.21

18

Good practice will be employed to prevent contamination of surface water runoff
from the Power Station Complex Site during construction, in compliance with
wit the
regulations and standards listed below:
·

The Control of Pollution (Oil Storage) Regulations;

·

Environment Agency Groundwater Protection: Principles and Practice; and

·

All applicable Environment Agency Pollution Prevention Guidance.

In addition, the following
owing specific mitigation measures will be implemented during
construction and demolition of the Scheme:
·

Bunding of potential contaminant sources such as tanks and excavated soils;

·

Use of spill kits;

·

Preparation of an Environmental
nvironmental Incident Control Plan;

·

Obtaining
btaining and complying with appropriate environmental permits for discharge
to surface water;

·

Capture of site runoff and attenuation of contaminants using sedimentation
tanks prior to discharge to surface water;

·

Use of appropriate care to avoid disturbance or rupture of underground services
such as sewers, waste water pipes or fuel lines;

·

laydown areas are situated within the Order Limits, which are entirely outside of
zone designated as Principal Aquifers or SPZ1; and

·

implementation of the Foul and Surfac
Surface Water Drainage Strategy

Regular monitoring of surface water will be undertaken as part of the monitoring
discussed above (Inspections and Verifications), to ensure that pollution is not
occurring. The inspection log will be made available to WCBC and/or NRW on
demand.
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Noise and Vibration
5.22

5.23

As a general principle, BPM will be employed to minimise risk of nuisance from noise
and vibration emissions. As a minimum these will include the following measures:
·

Restricted working hours during construction of between 07:00 and 19:00;

·

Selection and design of quieter plant and methods;

·

Switching off plant when not in use, and regular plant maintenance;

·

Increasing the distance between the plant and the nearest noise-sensitive
noise
receivers, where practicable;

·

Use of silencerss where practicable; and

·

Use of standard acoustic enclosure, walls or building elements as screens where
practicable.

A specific individual, the Environmental Lead (as described above) will be nominated
to be accountable for nuisance issues, including air quality, light and dust. All
complaints or incidents will be recorded, identifying cause(s), and taking appropriate
measures to reduce emissions in a timely manner, and recording the measures
taken. This complaints / incidents log will be made available fo
forr inspection as
required.

Ecology
5.24

Adoption of industry working practices to avoid pollution, including the adoption of
guidance found within the EA Pollution Prevention Guidance (PPG). The general
pollution prevention measures described in this draft CEMP will also help to prevent
impact on ecological receptors. This includes the nuisance management (including
the measures to avoid or minimise the impacts of the construction works) and the
use of BPM to minimise noise and air emissions. Lighting in the win
winter
ter months will be
pointed away from the ecological mitigation area and potential foraging/commuting
ing/commuting
features including hedgerows and ponds
ponds.

5.25

Undertake site inductions – all construction personnel will receive briefings about
the presence of and protection of ecological features present within the Order Land
L
and the wider environment.

5.26

Mitigation measures aimed at protecting specific species or groups of species during
construction are summarised below.

19
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Great Crested Newts
5.27

A licence issued by NRW, under Regul
Regulation
ation 53 of the Conservation of Habitats and
an
Species Regulations 2010,, will be required to implement the mitigation strategy.

5.28

The mitigation strategy will be implemented prior to preliminary site clearance and
other enabling works. It will comprise a capt
capture, small-scale
scale relocation and exclusion
programme to avoid the disturbance, injury or killing of individual great crested
newts within the Site. This mitigation strategy has been agreed in principle with
NRW.

5.29

In summary, the mitigation strategy will inv
involve:
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·

A toolbox talk will be presented by the licensed ecologist to all staff involved in
the construction of the Power Station Complex and Gas Connection, in particular
those involved in site clearance during the preliminary works stage. This will
ensure that all personnel are aware of the presence of great crested newts,
newts the
protection afforded to great crested newts under the legislation,, the mitigation
strategies that will be implemented and the appropriate action to take if a great
crested newt is encountered
untered;

·

The erection of ring-fencing
fencing around the pond which will be lost to the Scheme;

·

The erection of temporary exclusion fencing around the perimeter of the Site to
exclude great crested newts from the Power Station Complex footprint, the
construction laydown
aydown area, the route of the gas pipeline and any area which will
be subject to earthworks in order to implement the inherent landscape strategy
(including the creation of new great crested newt ponds) and the drainage
strategies;

·

The provision of a recep
receptor
tor area within the Site, allowing great crested newts
access to three existing great crested newt ponds (the receptor area will not be
subject to any construction or landscape activities);

·

The erection of drift fencing within the Site to increase trapping effort; All fencing
will be erected during the winter immediately prior to the spring trapping
season;

·

Pitfall trapping (in combination with the use of refuges) for a minimum of 30 days
(with at least 5 ‘clear’ trapping days before the Site can be declared
declare ‘clear’ of
great crested newts), using a spacing of altern
alternate
ate traps and refuges every 5 m.
The trapping array will be located either side of the ring
ring-fencing
fencing and drift fencing
and around the interior perimeter of the exclusion fencing; Trapping will
commence
ence at the earliest opportunity during the spring migration to breeding
ponds, i.e. February to May, and will be dependent on local weather conditions
(trapping will not be undertaken when night air temperatures are below 5°C);

·

The area required for the ccreation
reation of three new ponds (to compensate for the
loss of an existing great crested newt pond) will be fenced and trapped first to
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ensure that the new ponds will be built and suitable for receiving great crested
newts prior to the draining of the pond that will be lost to the Scheme. Upon
completion of the new ponds they will form part of the receptor area
area.. The ponds
will have appropriate shallow margins and the provision of suitable aquatic
planting or artificial egg
egg-laying strips to provide egg-laying substrate.
bstrate. The use of
artificial egg-laying
laying strips should be explored as this would reduce the risk of
importing potentially harmful pathogens
pathogens;
·

Relocation of captured great crested newts to the receptor area, allowing
animals to access existing ponds and te
terrestrial
rrestrial habitat which remain within the
Site;

·

Following completion of trapping, the pond which will be lost to the Scheme will
be drained down; netting and hand
hand-searching
searching through plants, debris and silt for
great crested newts will be undertaken whilst tthe
he pond is being drained;

·

Provision of features to prevent the risk of great crested newts (and other
reptiles, amphibians and small mammals) bring trapped in drainage structures
such as gully pots and flow control chambers

·

Maintenance of fencing via regul
regular inspections.

5.30

A phased approach to the capture and relocation programme will be undertaken to
allow preliminary site clearance and enabling works to commence as required
(subject to areas being declared ‘clear’ of great crested newts.

5.31

Mitigation measures to avoid and reduce potential adverse effects on great crested
newt ponds via pollution impacts on local air quality and on the local water
environment are described elsewhere in this CEMP.

Otters
5.32

A Precautionary Method of Working (PMW) will be implemen
implemented
ted to avoid disturbing
otters, comprising:
·

A pre-construction
construction survey of the River Clywedog to ensure no holts are present
within the working area;

·

No external lighting of the River Clywedog during the night;

·

The safe passage of otters through the works al
along
ong at least one bank will always
be provided for throughout the works;

·

Temporary accommodation and idling plant, machinery or traffic will be located
as far away from the River Clywedog as is reasonably practicable;

21
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·

A toolbox talk to all relevant site per
personnel
sonnel highlighting the potential impacts to
otter and the relevant legislation.

Breeding Birds
5.33

To ensure that no offences are committed under the Wi
Wildlife
ldlife and Countryside Act
1981,, any preliminary site clearance of vegetation suitable for supporting nesting
nesti
birds will be undertaken outside of the nesting bird season (which is generally
considered to be February to September inclusive, but is dependent on species and
seasonal variation).

5.34

Should any clearance be required during the nesting bird season, a detailed
det
inspection for nesting birds should be carried out, by a suitably experienced
ecologist, no more than 24 hours prior to any clearance being undertaken. This
minimises opportunities for nest building between the inspection and the start of
any clearance.
nce. Any nest in use or being built during this inspection will need to be
left in-situ,
situ, with an appropriate buffer of surrounding vegetation, until any young
birds have fledged the nest and it is no longer in use.

Reptiles
5.35

To ensure that no offences are committed under the Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981,, a Precautionary Method of Working (PMW) will be implemented to avoid or
minimise the risk of injuring or killing reptiles during preliminary site clearance and
enabling works.

5.36

In summary, the PMW will involve:
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·

The removal of any piles of wood, brash and rubble from the Power Station
Complex footprint and construction laydown area by hand prior to preliminary
site clearance and enabling works, with a suitably experienced ecologist on-hand
on
to provide advice
ce and ideally not during the winter hibernating period for reptiles
(November to February);

·

Hand searching for reptiles by carefully checking within and underneath any
potentially suitable refuges such as leaf piles around logs, tree trunks, bush stems
and
d within coppice stools. Areas of dense vegetation may need to be strimmed/
cut by a contractor, with a suitably experienced ecologist on
on-hand
hand to provide
advice, to approximately 150 mm height to enable the hand search to be
undertaken;

·

The removal of any refuge materials and cut vegetation from the power station
complex footprint and construction laydown area;

·

Any vegetation remaining within the Power Station Complex footprint and
construction laydown area will be maintained at a height of less than 50 mm
throughout construction;
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·

A toolbox talk to all relevant site personnel highlighting the potential impacts to
reptiles and the relevant legislation.

Badgers
5.37

No badger setts were found within 30 m of the WEC Site. However, to
o allow the safe
dispersal of badgers
gers across the Gas Connection Route, all excavations will be covered
or fenced off at night or left with a means of escape such as a plank of wood laid at a
45° angle. Appropriate measures will be implemented should it become evident that
badgers are not navigating over the great crested newt exclusion fencing, such as
timber ramps positioned either side of the fencing. These will ensure that badgers
can disperse across the Gas Connection Route whilst avoiding damaging the
exclusion fencing.

Bats
5.38

A licence issued by NRW, under Regulation 53 of the Conservation of Habitats and
Species Regulations 2010, will be required to implement the mitigation strategy. The
licence will be in effect for the duration of construction of the Scheme,
Scheme i.e. 36
months, to ensuree that any construction activities, do not result in the disturbance,
injury or killing of bats.

5.39

The mitigation strategy will be implemented prior to any preliminary site clearance
and other enabling works. It will comprise a Precautionary Method of Working
Wo
(PMW) for felling trees which have been assessed as having bat roost potential to
avoid the injury or killing of any roosting bats, sensitive working methods to avoid
potential disturbance or roosting bats in trees which are to be retained (including
investigation in to the use of appropriate sound barriers, particularly along the
northern extents of the Power Station Complex Site to avoid or reduce noise
disturbance of the confirmed and possible tree roosts to the north of the Power
Station Complex).

5.40

In summary, the mitigation strategy will involve:
·

A toolbox talk will be presented by the named ecologist or an accredited agent to
all staff, in particular those involved in the tree works and site clearance during
the preliminary works stage. This will ensure that all staff are aware of the
legislation afforded to bats and their roosts, the mitigation strategy,
strategy and the
appropriate action to take if a bat is encountered during the tree works and
construction

·

The erection of an array of bat boxes on suitab
suitable
le trees within the Power Station
Complex Site prior to the commencement of the felling of any trees with bat
roost potential to compensate for the loss of potential roosts and to provide
alternative roosting habitat for any potentially displaced bats
bats. Bat boxes must be

23
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installed in areas not at risk of future development to ensure there is no overall
loss of roosting opportunities for the local bat population
population;
·

A PMW which will be employed during the tree
tree-felling
felling operations, involving prepre
felling tree inspections
ctions and soft
soft-fell techniques (if necessary);

·

The confirmed soprano pipistrelle day roost (see TN 61 on Figure 11.5 of the ES),
which requires facilitation pruning, and all trees that have been assessed as
having bat roost potential which require felling
felling,, including the possible soprano
pipistrelle day roost (see TN 26 on Figure 11.5 of the ES), will be subject to
comprehensive, elevated external and internal inspections in order to establish
the presence of, or evidence of, bats immediately prior to the ttree
ree works;
works

·

The careful removal by hand of any bats found during the course of the treetree
felling to the pre-erected
erected bat boxes;

·

Where possible, significant bat roost features within the trees to be felled will be
carefully section-cut
cut and strapped to existing trees within the Power Station
Complex to encourage the Continued Ecological Functionality (CEF) of any such
features

·

Works in the Gas Connection Route will not involve the felling of any trees
identified as having bat roost potential. The identified tre
trees
es with bat
ba roost
potential will be marked out on site with an ecologist and an engineer to ensure
the works do not encroach within 10m of these trees;

·

Temporary accommodation and idling plant, machinery or traffic will be located
as far away from any tree
treess identified as having bat roost potential as is
reasonably practicable;

·

Annual monitoring of the bat boxes during the construction phase of the Scheme
and the first year its operation.

5.41

Noise management measures will be implemented to prevent disturbance or
o
damage to trees with bat roost potential
potential. Root Protection Zones
ones (RPZ’s) will be set
up. A precautionary method of working document will be prepared by an ecologist
and delivered to Project and Project Environmental Lead prior to works in this area
to ensure
ure that these measures are implemented. Toolbox talks will also be provided.
provided

5.42

Lighting to be used during construction will be directed away from potential bat
roost, foraging or commuting features (in particular the mature trees that are being
retained and habitat within the Ecological Mitigation Area)
Area),, particularly in winter
months when bats may still be active moving between hibernating roosts.
roosts No
external lighting of the Gas Connection route at night after 19:00 hours.
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Invasive Plants
5.43

All invasive speciess within the WEC Site boundary will be identified and managed
appropriately in accordance with best practice prior to and during construction. A
management plan for the ongoing identification and eradication of invasive species
will be developed and implem
implemented should they exist on-site , paying heed to the EA
Japanese knotweed Code of Practice.

General Biosecurity
5.44

In order to mitigate general biosecurity risks, good practice guidance from the
Forestry Commission1 should be adhered to during construction an
and
d appropriate
operational maintenance works.

5.45

The Forestry Commission good practice guidance notes that for low risk sites and
activities:

5.46

·

Wear footwear and outerwear that be easily kept clean.

·

Clean footwear and outerwear regularly; ensure they are visually
visuall
free from soil and organic debris.

·

Clean vehicles regularly; do not let mud and organic debris
accumulate on tyres, wheels or under wheel arches.

·

Restrict the equipment taken onto a site – on only what is needed
for the task.

·

Ensure all tools and equipme
equipment
nt are clean, serviceable and free from
organic debris.

In order to avoid the risk of Chalara dieback, Checks must be made for evidence of
Phytophthora on all plant stocks to be used on site, prior to them leaving the
nursery. In order to avoid the risk of Chalara dieback being exported (although note
that no evidence of Chalara was found on Site), ash trees should not be exported
from site.

Hedgerows
5.47

1

To mitigate the short term se
severance of hedgerows along the Gas Connection Route
R
retained hedgerow arising’
arising’ss will be placed in barrels of sand located at intervals
along the break in the hedgerow.

http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/FCMS028
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/FCMS028-guidance.pdf/$file/FCMS028-guidance.pdf
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Landscape and Visual Amenity
5.48

The following management practices will be secured:
·

Implement tree protection fencing for retained vegetation prior to construction
commencing
ncing and establish construction exclusion zones and methods of working
adjacent to retained vegetation at tool box contractor talks (further details in
Appendix A);

·

Solid hoardings will be used to aid in visually screening the construction activity;
and

·

The
he construction site will be maintained in a clean and tidy manner, including
covering of stockpiles

Transport and Traffic
5.49
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As a general principle, construction traffic will be routed to minimise disruption on
the network. The arrival of materials in the mo
morning
rning and afternoon highway peak
periods (07:30 – 09:00 and 16:30 – 18:00) will be avoided as far as possible. A
Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP) including a Construction Travel Plan,
Plan
based on the Draft CTMP provided in Appendix 77.5, will be prepared
pared by the approved
contractor that will detail the management of construction vehicle arrivals and
departures, and will include the following specific measures as a minimum:
·

An HGV booking/management system for vehicles 10 tonnes and larger which
will allow drivers to book pre
pre-determined
determined time slots for deliveries to reduce the
possibility of multiple HGVs causing congestion by smoothing out peaks in traffic.
It will ensure that arrivals and departures are spread as evenly as possible over
the course of the
he working day;

·

All construction plant and vehicles will be parked on
on-site
site and not on the public
highway;

·

A system will be implemented for pre
pre-notification
notification of deliveries involving
abnormal loads to the authorities and the local community, and provide vehicle
escorts where required;

·

A wheel wash facility will be provided for all construction vehicles leaving the
WEC Site. This will minimise the level of dust and dirt being transferred to the
public highway. Site entrances and adjacent public highway will be monitored
and swept clear if required;

·

A 24 hour contact number and a named member of staff (the community liaison
manager) will be made available to the public to report any issues or concerns
relating to construction traffic. This will allow non
non-compliance
ce with agreed access
routes and inappropriate driving to be reported and addressed;
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5.50

·

Temporary signage will be installed to warn motorists of vehicles entering and
exiting the site and to alert the construction traffic vehicles to the appropriate
site access.
ss. The temporary site access points on Oak Road will require
appropriate signage and temporary traffic management, while the field access
points are in use.

·

Consideration will be given to the use of on
on-site
site concrete batching plant which
would significantlyy reduce the number of HGV deliveries to the WEC Site during
construction of the foundations (and will also help to reduce vehicle noise, air
emissions and waste).

·

Construction equipment and materials for the Gas Connection should be stored
at the Power Station
ation Complex or on the Gas Connection Route and transported
along the route itself where suitable to minimize movements on the local
highway network.

The construction working day will be arranged between 07:00 – 19:00, allowing staff
to stagger start and finish times. Further measures to be included in the CTMP may
include:
·

Information collection, to determine likely staff travel modes and patterns;

·

Vehicle sharing

·

Vehicle routing;

·

Car parking provision;

·

Public transport opportunities;

·

Cycling; and

·

Local recruitment
ecruitment policies (see also socio
socio-economics).

Archaeology
5.51

A Written Scheme of Investigation will be agreed with the Local Authority and will
include the following activities:
·

Geophysical survey of the greenfield areas of the scheme
scheme;

·

Targeted archaeological
al investigation of anomalies identified by the geophysical
surveys; and

·

Archaeological watching brief
brief.
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Ground Conditions
5.52

Prior to construction, a ground investigation (GI) will have been carried out that will
help define the extent and nature of contamina
contaminated
ted material on the WEC Site. This
will inform a quantitative land contamination assessment and remediation strategy
(if necessary), and will also inform the final piling strategy and building design.

5.53

The results of the GI and subsequent risk assessments iin
n accordance with the
CL:AIRE code of practice will inform how all excavated materials will be dealt with.
For example excavated material may be:
·

re-used
used on site if suitable for use without treatment;

·

re-used
used on site if suitable for use after treatment;

·

re-used
used on a separate site without treatment or following treatment; or

·

removed from site as waste.

5.54

A verification plan and methodology will identify what remedial actions will be
undertaken and how such actions will be validated and recorded if unexpected
contamination is encountered during the works

5.55

In addition, the following specific mitigation measures will be implemented during
construction:
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·

Implementation of appropriate dust suppression measures to prevent migration
of contaminated dust as set out in tthe
he nuisance management measures in the
CEMP;

·

Health and safety risk assessments, method statements and appropriate personal
protective equipment (PPE) for the protection of construction workers when
working in contaminated areas;

·

Working methods during con
construction
struction to ensure that surface water run-off
run
from
the works or any stockpiles into adjacent surface watercourses does not cause
pollution, in accordance with Pollution Prevention Guidelines (working at
construction and demolition sites, PPG6);

·

Piling strategy
ategy as per the EA guidance and implementation of piling techniques
deemed appropriate by the strategy; and

·

A methodology to address what remedial actions will be undertaken and how
such actions will be validated and recorded if unsuspected contamination is
encountered during the works.
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Land Use
5.56

The following measures will be implemented to minimise the effects on agricultural
agricultur
land:
·

Observing best construction practice to control dust and weeds

·

Disturbance to drains and water supplies to be restored as nec
necessary

·

Soil handling and storage to follow best industry practice and land
and to be restored
to equivalent quality.

·

Liaise with landowners and farmers and provide alternative field accesses and
temporary crossings of the construction corridor
corridor, if required.

·

Provide
ovide temporary water supplies during construction
construction,, if required.
required
drains and water supplies on completion of work

·

Provide temporary fencing during construction and restore permanent
boundaries on completion of work

·

Liaise with farmers about timing of work to minimise crop losses

·

Liaise with landowners and farmers about timing of work in relation to game bird
shoot and to replanting of game bird cover as appropriate
appropriate.

Restore

Waste
Excavation
5.57

Where excavated material (soil) is suitable for use from a contami
contamination
nation and
geotechnical perspective it will be reused across the Site.

5.58

Hazardous materials will be treated on
on-site
ite where possible, or will otherwise be
removed off-site
site for disposal/treatment. An appropriately licensed contractor will
be responsible for dealing
ealing with the waste. Records of waste movement will be
maintained on-site and in line with legislative requirements and the SWMP.

Construction
5.59

Material will be recycled/reused on-site where possible with key performance
erformance
indicators (within the Site W
Waste Management Plan (SWMP)),
), set at challenging but
appropriate levels. Hazardous materials will be removed off-site
off
for
disposal/treatment by an appropriately licensed contractor, who will be responsible
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for dealing with the waste. All records of waste moveme
movement will be kept on-site
on
and in
line with legislative requirements.
5.60

Material removed from Site will be reused or recycled wherever possible. Where
possible, the recycling/reuse of material on-site will be undertaken in accordance
with key performance indic
indicators identified in the SWMP. Reuse on-site will be the
preferred option.

5.61

Where possible, the use of non
non-primary
primary materials over primary materials will be
sought. The use of renewable materials, materials with low(er) environmental effects
and towards components
onents with high(er) proportions of recycled material to be
utilised where possible.

5.62

The contractors will maintain the SWMP to identify responsibilities, waste streams
and plan for efficient materials and waste handling.

5.63

A concrete batching plant may b
be employed on-site and would potentially result in
less waste being produced, than if material is brought in ready mixed by HGVs.
HGVs

5.64

Hazardous materials will be treated on-site where possible, otherwise it will be
removed off-site
site for disposal/treatment. An appro
appropriately
priately licensed contractor will be
responsible for dealing with the waste. All records of waste movement will be kept
on-site and in line with legislative requirements.

5.65

Recycling containers will be provided to reduce residual waste produced through all
phases
hases of the Scheme’s development. A number of bins will be provided around the
site, specifically in the welfare areas to enable segregation of waste produced by the
workers on-site.. To this end:
·

segregation of materials on-site will enable the allocation of materials for reuse
on-site and those requiring off
off-site
site treatment (involving decontamination,
recycling and recovery); and

·

Site
ite materials will be quantified and categorised in order to identify options for
recycling and reuse.

5.66

All waste will be removed
d from Site by an appropriately licensed contractor and sent
to recycling/treatment facilities as appropriate.

5.67

Where required, excavated material can be used for backfilling and compacting of
the gas trench. The remaining material will be suitable for othe
other on-site purposes.

Energy, Material Use and Water Consumption
5.68
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Waste prevention has been built into the design through reuse of existing materials
on the WEC Site. Implementation of this CEMP and general good construction
practice will ensure that material generated on-site is classified and reused without
leading to waste generation, wherever possible. Where waste generation is
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unavoidable, it will be removed from the WEC Site by suitably licensed contractors,
and sent for reuse or recycling wherever possi
possible. On-site materials reuse, and offoff
site reuse and recycling of waste material, will be monitored through the
arrangements set out in the waste section above.
5.69

The construction methodology will ensure that energy and water use are minimised.
Water consumption
tion will be minimised by harvesting rainwater for use as far as
practicable, ensuring all taps are turned off when not in use and that water used in
damping operations, vehicle washing etc., is kept to the minimum amount required
to be effective by use of water
water-efficient dust suppression techniques.

5.70

Energy efficiency techniques will be employed, including switching vehicles, plant
and machinery off when not in use and using low energy lighting where practicable.
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Appendix A u Tree Protection
ARBORICULTURAL PROTECTION
ON METHOD STATEMENT
Site Meetings and Supervision
A.1

pre-commencement
commencement site meeting prior
The appointed contractor shall undertake a pre
to construction operations commencing on Site.
ite. This meeting is to include the
supervising
pervising Arboriculturist, W
WCBC Tree Officer and the contractors
ontractors undertaking the
works. This meeting is to raise awareness with the relevant parties of the trees on
Site
ite and to confirm individual responsibilities regarding trees. This meeting is also to
confirm the specific site events requiring input or supervision from an Arboriculturist
to ensure an auditable system of arboricultural site monitoring.

A.2

The appointed contractor shall undertake a post
post-construction
construction site meeting on
completion of the construction works on Site.
ite. This meeting is to include the
t
supervising Arboriculturist or WCBC Tree Officer and the appointed contractors
c
undertaking the works.

CONSTRUCTION EXCLUSION
ON ZONE AND PROTECTI
PROTECTIVE BARRIERS
Construction Exclusion Zone (CEZ) Definition
A.3

For the purpose of the CEMP the CEZs can be defined as all the soft surfaces within
the Root Protection Area (RPA
RPA) of retained trees outside of the works areas and the
areas behind the tree protection fencing. Site operations are not permitted in the
CEZs without consultation with an Arboriculturist include sstorage
torage of plant,
equipment or materials, vehicular or plant access, washing down of vehicles or
machinery, handling, discharge or spillage of any substances, including cement
washings, actions likely to cause localised water
water-logging,
logging, no mechanical digging,
scraping or excavation shall be permitted in the CEZ and no earthworks or changes in
the finished ground levels other than those agreed by an Arboriculturist.

Protective Barriers
A.4
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The protective barriers are to be installed prior to any works commencing. The
T
location and setting out details for the fencing shall be confirmed during a prepre
commencement site meeting. The barriers are to be erected to exclude construction
activity in the RPAs or remaining RPAs of retained trees. The protective barrier is to
comprise
prise 2m tall welded mesh panels on rubber or concrete feet. The panels are to
be joined together using a minimum of two anti
anti-tamper
tamper couplers, installed so they
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can only be removed from inside the fence. The distance between the fence couplers
coupler
is to be at least 1m and is to be uniform throughout the fence; the panels are to be
supported by inner side stabiliser struts attached to a base plate secured on a block
tray.
A.5

The protected areas shall be seen as sacrosanct and once installed shall not be
moved or altered
tered without recommendation by the project Arboriculturist
Arboriculturist..

Specific Tree Mitigation Measures
A.6

The British Standard relies heavily on the creation of a protected zone referred to as
the RPA around each tree. This is the minimum area around a tree deemed to
contain sufficient roots and rooting volume to maintain the tree’s viability, and
where the protection of the roots and soil structure is treated as a priority. These
areas have influenced the layout of the different proposals to ensure the retention of
trees on Site.

A.7

Where specific mitigation measures are required to protect trees during construction
operations, e.g. hand excavations or root pruning, then these are to be agreed in
writing with the supervising Arboriculturist or suitably qualified delegate
delegate.

TREE WORKS
A.8

All tree works are to be undertaken in line with current recommendations in
accordance with BS3998:2010 Tree work – Recommendations and comply with the
current Arboriculture and Forestry Advisory Group (AFAG) or applicable Forestry
Industry Safety
fety Accord advice published by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) or
FISA.

A.9

Tree works are to be planned to ensure protection of people, property and wildlife. If
the works are to be undertaken during the bird nesting season then advice is to be
sought from an ecologist
cologist prior to undertaking tree works.

A.10

The appointed tree works contractor is to be made aware of the site access
limitations. The appointed contractor will have to submit a risk assessment and
method statement for review by the contractor or supervisor
upervisor prior to commencing
works on Site.

Tree Works and Mitigation Schedule
A.11

A finalised tree works schedule shall be produced on completion of the prepre
commencement site meeting.
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
A.12

The works should comply with the following sequence;

1. Pre-commencement
commencement site meeting including the contractor and the supervising
Arboriculturist;
2. Implementation of protective barriers by agreement with the Arboriculturist;
3. Construction operations, including any site specific measures requiring specific
supervision by an Arboriculturist, e.g. works in RPAs of trees;
4. Removal of protective barriers;
5. Tree planting;
6. Post-completion
completion site meeting with all relevant stakeholders

TREE PROTECTION FENCING
A.13
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The fencing specification will accord with either o
off the layouts shown below.
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TREE MONITORING PROFORMA
A.14

The following proforma, or similar, should be used for tree monitoring.
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Job Number:
Revision:
Purpose:
Originated:
Notice:

Document Ref:
Date:

Checked:

Authorised:

Purpose of Monitoring Visit:
sit:
Date of Visit:
Observations:
Recommended Actions:
A.15
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Relevant photographs should be numbered and described.

